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Why is Understanding Family History 
Important for Helper/Workers 

We do not live in an isolated world 

We all live within systems: 

Families 

Groups 

Organizations 

Communities 2



Why is Understanding Family History 
Important for Helper/Workers 

As we gain understanding about our systems we can: 

Understand the rules and expectations for each 
system 

Learn how to communicate our wants and needs 

Problem solving skills  

Process conflict 3



“That which is created in a relationship can be fixed in a relationship” 

- Dr. Murray Bowen 

“All too often people are not aware of the trait - positive or negative - they have 
absorbed from their families” 

“We and our families are likely to pay a high price in the present for trying to 
block out our past. Attempts to cover up family history tend to fester, influencing 

others born long after the original painful experiences and relationships.” 

- Monica McGoldrick 

History of the Genogram
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Purpose of a Genogram
The Genogram allows  people to see hereditary patterns of behavior and 
medical and psychological factors that run through families and other 
systems (i.e. organizations, groups, communities. ) 

Genograms “unpack” family dynamics, some of which have been in 
play for decades. 

The way your parents treated you was mostly influenced by the way 
their parents treated them… 

Understanding family history (including dysfunction) is an 
opportunity for growth. 

The more we understand how we have been shaped by the network 
of personalities and relationships, the more we can identify what we 
want to pass on, and what we want to change. 5



How to build a Genogram

Basic family structure 

3 Generations 

Identify the person making 
the genogram
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How to build a Genogram

Identify the family relationships
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How to build a Genogram
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How to build a Genogram
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How to build a Genogram

Demographic 

Functionality 

Crucial family events
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How to build a Genogram
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How to build a Genogram

Describe Family Relationships
13



How to build a genogram
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How to build a genogram
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How to build a genogram
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How to use a genogram

Identify trans-generational patterns (positive and negative) 

Observe conflict resolution tendencies  

Explore different aspects of a person’s history 

Work ethics 

Religious background 

Education 

Values 

Marital history 

Addiction/abuse/trauma/mental illness/medical history 18



How to use a genogram

Risk Assessment 

Research  

Screening 

Counseling 

Substance abuse / other addictions 19
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Some questions to ask when 
doing a Genogram

What do you remember about growing up in your family? 

What did you like about the way your parents raised you? 

What did you dislike about the way your parents raised you? 

Were you close to your siblings growing up? 

Do you feel close to your siblings now? 

What would it take to have a better relationship with your 
parents? or siblings? 22



Some questions to ask when 
doing a Genogram

What was your parents relationship like with your 
grandparents? Their siblings? 

What are relationships like now with extended family? 

How did you meet your spouse? 

How are relationships with in-laws (parents & siblings) 

How do your children get along with extended family? 23



Questions to Pursue:

How will each of these areas affect a person’s ability to 
function in a cross cultural setting? 

What stresses have members experienced that my 
cause extra stress in a cross cultural setting?  

How do families resolve conflict? (what did you notice in 
the relationship lines?) 

When is it time to refer members for professional help? 24



Possible traits to track on a 
genogram:

Socioeconomic Characteristics / Occupations 

Education levels 

Genetic/Physical Characteristics 

Disease tendencies 

Religious Values, Church affiliation, Volunteer service 

Artistic, Musical, Literary abilities 

Personality traits 25



Possible traits to track on a 
genogram:

Cultural background / cultural experiences 

Country of origin 

Languages spokes 

Cultural practices and traditions 

Family closeness
26
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